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Dear Prison Foundation,
I am submitting this second writing work composed by me again in order that your place of business might be kind enough publish my work. I submitted a manuscript about a 100 page(s) earlier this month and I mailed the book out on July 9, 2014. 3rd Watch c/o Francisco picked mail that night. Please give me immediate notice that you got both this one and the book. Thank you.

P.S. 2.) c/o Look at Back of Envelope
1.) on 7/9/2014 3rd Watch I mailed out to your office manuscript titled: Poetry is, prose and short stories of auspicious millennium meta phrases dot.com part #106/11
2.) on tonight 7/23/2014 3rd Watch I am submitting to your office 2nd poetry book titled think tank poetry pieces.
Bill Gates
Another of the nations
underestimates
perceived that of the great thinkers
you gotta believe he beat the odds
But where does the little children
Rape that's to
some would say where the
debate
That until all the children of the world
has at least a decent nutritional diet
so that they may someday dedicate
to the world an act
replicates
of this sheik week's session
and generosity to the population
approximate
and may the aw of the infinite
Knowledge
Generate energy in the
direction of the world view
wherever there minds can
enter with their contemporary
inspirations to
participate
the what may dare attempt
to eradicate
that which the negative notions
doe's not
perpetuates
and an entire liberty justice
with the knowledge of plan etc it's
pursuit of happenings
as the world mind and view
navigates through the storm

Windows obscured
The message is precise and fluid
Across the tabula ta the waste
Where pagodas seek to con their way in
But the vast majority are in fear of letting them here
Blue-eyed Anglo-Saxon child sized
Elderly mothers so freaken tired
Televisions like visual stimuli hook to
Satellites that incorporate mental euphoria
Through the chemical wire
Political bandits say their all lies
White-collar criminals walk away while
It's the blue-collar submerge that's handed
The legal lifetime flyer
And for the right price, all fed all allies
For the widowed, child, woman, believer
In escans, myers
For the sake of that humanity and a sense of decency, feed the children
The USA says no child left behind.
But it's the hope of the people that the nations will defend
Perfect righteousness, some contend:
Is near! But really when?
In my mind, truth will come when
The beginning, very first lie, is revealed
Again will the terminal and suffering end

Eulogy
Man can never understand his full potential
Because only in submission does he allow himself to become this infinite vessel of knowledge.
And only then does the magnificent infinity of never
I said OK to a happy life
Yeah I went to college
And the name of the university was Pelican Bay
Penitentiary.
My people said I had to go
Because I was being a menace in their society.
So 25 years of school to be exact
So yes, it was definitely a dose of reality.
I saw event after event past
The yearly annuity never failed to being a catastrophic size.
Yes, the Earth basically has two types of people
The believers and the Nay Sayers
Behaves and The Have Nots.
And in order to get in where you fit in sometimes one has to take a lot
But with experience comes wisdom
And that's one of the reasons America is considered the melting pot
That's all I learned to
Computer Geek
To world innovator
To Geek SHEEHAN

Bill Gates.
Another one of the nation's underestimates.

As one of the great thinkers,
you gotta believe he beat the odds.

But where does the little children rate?

Until all the children receive a fair diet and education
that they may someday dedicate

to the world and act.

Replicate some of the genius and generosity
to the population.

And may the end of infinite knowledge

Generate energy in the direction of the world's view

Furthermore these minds can enter the contemporary innovations

To participate
That they may dare to eradicate

to which that negative notion does not perpetuate

And into justice
And liberty with the pursuit of happiness as the world's all view
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By Billy Driven
Windows...ascended

The message is PERSUADeryl fluid.
A place that inhabits the weird

Predators seek to CONFUSE their
day in their knowledge. The sea of fear so let them hide.
Blue eyes & Anglo-Saxon esired

Eldery mothers so freaken tired

Telemonitor-like visual stimuli to satellites

1st Incorporate mental economies through chemical wire

Political pundits say their all lies

White collar criminal walks away while it's the blue collar cop sears

Thank you. Hand the legal list in the fire

H.J. federalists for hire. Widowed child woman believes in scammers

For the sake of humanity and decency feed the children

USA says no child left behind but it's the hypocritical

People that the nation will defend. Righteousness some concepts are out.

Real Righteousness some concepts are not.

Wrong? In my mind. The will come when the

Beginning of first lie is riviet again

will The temoil and suffering end

man can never understand his full potential

Brain stimulation does he allow himself to

become this infinity vessel of knowledge

And only then does his magnificient infinity of

never ending knowledge flows through

him to make and face progression and ingenuate

Success among matter kind
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BILLY DRIVER
MARTIN LUTHER KING

WAS JUST THE MAJOR ADVERTISEMENT

OF SOMETHING GREAT MEANING.

INFINITE GREATNESS
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BY BILLY

DRIVER
Bill Drive

As you reveal more and more

Your Power and Love

Through your beauty

You make things possible

It's your mighty power and love we live for

Martyrdom is not the concept of greatness.

Adventism is great.

Jesus, the King.

It's you we adore.

Ke: it's possible

The rise of the mighty power and love we live for

From the wilderness to the desolate

Not what you do for it's what you do to you.
The problem is that everyone wants what the rich man has. Finances it consumes the nations with its 100% gasoline. The only thing wrong with that is that the rich can buy a face mast's and history keepers record the past. Endless archives made to last.
So often we are stuck in the present system of things, but time to time we can take the elevator to the future.
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By

Billy Driver
AS A LITERARY GENIUS'S
DO WE INTERPRET THE
FUTURE
YES
The Test of Will
IS THE BIG TEST
GANGSTERS AND OTHER
UNDISCOVERED
A PRETENCE UPON A
NATION LIKE A GREAT
PAST THE TRIBUTE OF
GOOD AND EVIL WE
VISUALIZE A GAME OF
CHESS IN THE MINDS OF
THE ELITE THE DIVISION
OF GREATER AND LESS
THE REALIZATION OF UNPERCEIVED
POWER AT IT'S BEST
A MORAL INDIFFERENCE IN
THE WAKE OF A BIG MESS
AND YES THE UPPER CLASSES
ADJUST THE PECKING
ORDER TIPS THE SCALES
OF JUSTICE AND THE REST
OF THE WORLD IS IN A STATE
OF UNJUST
AND REMEMBER YOU CHosen
FEW THAT CONVENANT MADE
LONG AGO YOU MUST BE
A LIGHT FOR THE REST

PHILOSOPHY IS
ANTHEM
INTENTION
POETRY
Life as you get older can be sometimess like the deep complexities that can enter into the deepest recesses of the mind. The mind eye sees and records life's course, but as fate would have it the kind fate deals can be worse.

The smiles passing you buy, a kind gesture, here a caring touch. There all seemsabit perverse, unlike a mere curse that gives way to a severe tragedy. Beautiful minds caught up in these universities to leave it's cauldron of knowledge and hopes of today's success and life's grandeur earth all a travesty, a great fear connected to a great danger. Again the minds harsh.

In a world divided by companies these obsessive conglomerates together conspire, it's dual ends are to indoctrinate into the minds of the controlling consensus for the ultimate payoff to load the unfortunate.
Glorious New Dawn

The New Dawn
In the Aftermath
Of Witnessed Major
Catastrophes
Peoples Men Women
And Enemies
Come Together
After Visualizing
Newly Constructed
And Built Cities
A World Apart
From the Original Philosophies
The World's Youth
All Gathered Around
The Presently
Overly Popular
Telecommunication Centers To
Witness The
Earth's Established Technologies
Living and Existing
MYRFICAL

SPECIALIST PERFORMANCE —

MEDICAL BREAKTHROUGHS

AND WITH WHAT IS JUST

BEEN REALIZED, YOU NO DOUBT

REALIZE IT AS A SMALL

BIT OF REALITY

THOSE ACKNOWLEDGING

AT LAST, THE END

OF EBONY

SLAVERY

AT LONG LAST

African

American

PRESIDENCY

SPEAKING OF ANTICIPATING

THAT THAT FEELS GOOD

A EUPHORIC INSTANCE

EMINENT PLEASURES

AN ALLOTTED MOMENT

WHEN EVERYONE WILL

SURELY KNOW

THAT WORLDLY, TRANSIENT

SPIRIT THAT TOTAL

SOVEREIGNTY

IS A UNIVERSAL

EXPERIENCE

YOU'RE WELCOME

TO EYE-WITNESS

BY BILLY DRIVER
How do I contribute something to humanity and leave behind all my vanities. What is life without fantasy?

How do I offer up my soul for inspection when my aegrotis fear is rejection but never the less I offer humanity my best only after it's all said and done.

I hope I can look myself in the face tomorrow in my life with it's much strife and sorrow and know I wasn't wrong in believing in man kind it is my aegrotis wisdom find my humanity stand me test of time.
Logical man in this uncertain land.
One thing for certain is that I observed you leading by example and you are severely aware that getting God's word out is critical.
Respect for life and the continuation of the population is essential.
But ultimately peace and love is potentially in all of us and it is by this knowledge of yours that has sustained you in this time of turmoil.
War and uncertainty is worn like a cloak.
A picture of Black.
Never lose your neck for getting to the truth, honesty, and the obvious.
and that is where
HISTORY SENT
A young blue eyed
child HEAVEN SENT
and So I saw witness
A scholastic transcribed
future
Now the ideology's
as mature
Rocket fuel being
made from
mature
billions of dollars
being spent to
commissioned ever
famous and infamous
space stations
to undecided taxpayer
these men must face
the nations
received negatively by would be
tyrant
that would cause earth's
total annihilation
some say man would still
be able to articulate his
UNIQUE WOMAN
MOTHER YOUR LOVE FOR ME IS WONDERFUL
SO BRIGHT STRONG AND BEAUTIFUL
LIKE呼吸 I TAKE IN MY LUNGS
IN YOUR EYES I WILL STAY FOREVER YOUNG
AS I REMEMBER YOUR FACE
I'M THINKING THERE AIN'T A WOMAN ALIVE WHO CAN
TAKE YOUR PLACE
YOU NEVER TOLD ME I COULDN'T
BUT ASKED THAT I COULD
AND JUST WHEN I THOUGHT THINGS WERE HOPELESS
YOU WOULD SAY THE THINGS TO PUT ME BACK IN FOCUS
AND IF YOU COULD SEE MY HEART
YOU WOULD SEE MY LOVE FOR YOU NEVER RAISED A LOVE SAD IN ME
Mentable Change

Making That Transition
to put myself in position
Behind the scene
Cover Missions

Revealing Illumination Missions

Gotta change
 naval, put the American Dream in Range
Eliminating mistakes
Ending up in Oregon
That's the Braves
Trying to save face
so it's important
to recognize

Psychology and Odd, for Haven Sakes

Certain men get no respect
Even politicians are subjected to
The state of the world: Horrific
WHAT'S DIGNIFIED

At times I wish I could be DIGNIFIED
But the thought of my past makes me petrified.
This is a man that sees me and talks to me.
He shows me truth with no hesitation.
And with no falsification.
The duration.
This man sees good in me and I find this man I want to protect.
DIGNIFIED and as I speak about it is this person I find distressing.
Fake or phoney so in about losing you is spirit remain hard.
Where did we come from

From all and so far

That told and defined

Who we are of life

America is mine

Japan is my life

Dare to turn again

By Dr. Billy
Page 28
WHAT'S DIGNIFIED

To me being dignified means reflecting on past and present life and that you're not horrified by it and that people are not petrified by it forever. Young is your spirit. Being able to hold up your head and miss deeds done by cowardly people. But when your actions are good, it tends to be divine. And me and we all know the results are good.
Statesmen considered you as a person so awful
and then you turned around and did something wonderful.
Early in life they said you were not mindful
that you were not careful.
But as the statesmen would have it your tree turned out fruitful
your knowledge of one that have and me have no
useful things that existed in you and in your way purposeful and beautiful ideas sound and logic.
People whispering thisenery peaceful.
Humbly restrained
In this United wasteland
Of war and severe poverty
It is what it is
And I'm a hopeful man

Because true knowledge
In its infinite abundance
Awaits patiently
Because just over
The horizon is the manifestation of
A new heartland
Mere mortal man
Seventh limit sabbatical and hospice
It's true purpose undeniable but today
I was delightfully awoken to this eventual
Aspiration by this wonderful fairest golden

And delightfully made acutely aware that she is
Diligently decent
And fair
And by this day standard the recitation's rare
Amassed calamities
I thank her for her thoughtful and just consideration
This is one of the many fantastic things about this
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Eboney Euphoria

America
With its vast wealth
And universal perceived prosperity
Has more world clot than its adversaries
Per capita
But its global witnessed financial
Wee's cause's national
Hysteria
Of university's youthful degrees and
Mass productions of recent new technologies
As the human populations in line to
Participate in United States
Mania
While beautiful voloctions mover earth
Supply it's America
Eboney Euphoria
Here's a educated thought
For moments ponderance
Wants to become of the us
Narcissism
Needy voted commander and chief
Obama by popular demand
Can it really be true
American patriotism
My cognitive proclivity
Deliberation processes hold up in
On deciding whether or not
The world supply of dopamine
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By Billy Driver
Sonia I marvel at your beauty
Your creator took delicate care in designing you
Timeless, MASTERY
The world's gross poverty & intrusive catastrophe
And the not so attractive things in this galaxy
All so often demonstrate to me
The vast visual contrast
In negitivety and positivity
And in doing so provides for me
An array of your beauty
For a day
I truly hope you can conceive this picture
And because of you my life is so much more

Every day is a bright new day
Expectantly, happily, expeditiously
I wait to experience your presence.
Again I ask humbly
Where did your beauty come from
DIVINE girl
The mental image is that of seven wonder of the world
So I'll close with simply put
You're the one I'm thinking of
Thank you
Sonia
EVERYTHING ONCE AFOE A TIME
DONE IN THIS LIFETIME
THE THINGS DONE SAY "YOU"
"I'VE DONE ALL THOSE THINGS"
TOO
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BY
Billy
Driver
PROMISE THE WORLD
TO PROMOTE UNDERSTANDING
NOT HATRED
FAKE BELIEFS AND DEROGATORY WORDS
IS REALITY FABRICATED
FESTERING OLD WOUNDS
INSTEAD OF LOVE
IS JUST WRONG
INCORPORATING STRENGTH
AND THE ABILITY TO BE
STRONG ANIMOSITY
HOLDING GRUDGES
DIE HARD
THUMLEDNESS MEANNESS
LIVE LONG IS IN
THE CARDS
LIKE THE SUN REVOVING
AROUND THE EARTH
GIVE AND SHARE LIFE
BEAUTIFUL WOMEN GIVING
BIRTH
SOUNDS LIKE LOVE
AT THE SAME TIME
GUARANTEING STRIFE
CULTIVATING A POSITIVE
ATTITUDE
Talking about what you going to do
you and your friend and what you
intend
Again and again you been instructed
on what to do
how to stand faithful and true
and what you may have to
go through
What you doing ain't
cool fool
Go back to school

Because school rule
so understand before satan chance
you to a duel
That a game you cannot win
or succeed in
So before you go perpetrating a
fraud
Let me tell you
About the god squad
indeed jehovah god and his
Holy spirit no need to fear it
But having a healthy fear is needed
only thing that's remain is faithful and
Lost Personalities
Found Redemptions

As we travel through this land
nothing can stop us for we are the
Lost personalities
to forge and make up
reality's
the things man kind
is are specialties
to make love and utter the words
are stored up treasures and conquers's is
what do you make of
these
Do you summarize these thoughts
is it worth it logically
picture the 21st century
and the americas popular it's
mean nothing if you're not
free psychologically
free
and that's are life's philosophy
Driver man with a delta number
A.K.A. see by
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BY
Billy
Driver
HUMBLELY RESTRAINED
IN THIS WASTELAND
OF WAX AND POVERTY
I'M JUST A MAN
BUT TODAY I MET
THIS WONDERFULLY GUIDED
HAIRDIES WOMAN
AND I NOTICED THAT
SHE IS DECENT AND
FAIR AND IN THIS DAY
AND AGE THAT'S
RARE
AND DESPITE THE
CIRCUMSTANCES
I THOUGHT FOR HER
THOUGHTFUL
AND JUST
CONSIDERATIONS
IT'S ONE OF THE MANY
FANTASTIC THINGS
ABOUT THIS NATION
AND IN TRUE PATRIOTISM
ALLOWS ONE TO PLEDGE
ALLIANCE
YEAH IN THIS DAY AND AGE
IT'S RARE THAT YOU FIND
A FAIR GOLDEN HEADED WOMAN
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BY
Billy
Drewek
CONTROL THE DISTRIBUTION
OF SEXX
CONTROL THE PEOPLE
ULTIMATELY
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BY BILLY DRIVER
I want to know have you ever seen the rain!

The kind that causes heartaches and pain

The downpour of rain

That can cause one to go insane

But for this beautiful person

What's her name?

These words may sound sappy and lame

I really wish I could touch her beautiful mane

And capture up the game that would make her just
Wisdom put into words

Wise words useful

The continued release

of dopamine keeps the youthful, colorful predictions beautiful

Dutiful

Present in the looking glass helpful

Knowing a tree by its fruits

Tremulous feeling dreams procured believing that it is fruitful

Presumption and assumption leave the world sorrowful

And again their you go

Like you really know but knowledge is a privilege

A given by that adage

That very center

The nucleous presenter
our founding fathers
and their conception of
The Heartland

The Heartland

The founding father

made manifest a Heartland plan

that would keep the grassy meadows
in its constraints justice, liberty and
the pursuit of happiness
for every woman and man
with a place for the common and chief

George Washington the very first president
that ever ran

established at the White House
private property and the right to choose
for every American
an nation blessed to be strong & mighty
home of the bravest humans

and spreading of the many contributors
to humanity

it's the U.S.A. that bestows
prosperity
in the capitalism in
our society
the brown eye and blue eye

philosophy
Martin Luther King no other man showed such
bravery
so for the mental integrity and universal
ingenuity
to come together please let's forget and stop
malestady slavery
and lets move ahead with our many arts

global entertainment and business finance
that makes up the Heartland and our home

until this day to observe opra's love endless
is fascinating

the Heartland's founding fathers knowledgeable and masterly

Adj/Seq 3rd/w
SGT. B McCoolough Han
KETCHERSIDE
Ingenius
Ingenius
Weirdo, Crazy
Man
A Misfit in This
Proud Land
Tell It to the Judge
One Last Plead Before
You Go Back
In Again
Blame 'Til Your Traumatized
Brain
You Got One Last Chance
To Get Back in the
Fast Lane
What Will You
Do
Remember, You Have One
More Chance Before
You're Through
Will You Give In and
Side with the
Chosen Few
Or Like So Many That
Came Before You
Will You Be on the
Prison Crew
It's a Sad Sad Story You've Heard
In Before That You Don't Have To
And when you're around humble prosperity, men recognize the trend. One must be a true friend with the sense of entitlement. Also with humility and a sense of suffering, the result is betterment. Blessed by the spirit of prosperity, the world looking on while the pay for it with their popularity going through the system with its process coming out being released hoping for success in wealthy places where smiling faces, thankful and contented with impeccable taste's with feelings help in the wrong regard and contestants play hard.
Bureaucracy full of lies
where the meek
beautiful have
awful and detestable
ties
and questionable
lives
and even after
the many low and
highs
seeing the state of
affairs in the world
still makes us
cry
and as we lift
our heads to the
sky
and as we ask
why
realizing unconsciously
that there is
definitely a
purpose and method
to the madness
and no one really knows
constantly
restlessness
is the mind and the soul.
The dream of being able to claim the fame. The name game where no one's to blame and everyone's to blame throwing caution to the wind covert operations and then you blend in
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Contemplating my opponents every thought in my mind's eye that caught and that made me see the money that bought radiation deforming whole planets burned to nothingness from its effects to acknowledge or not to acknowledge the vet was never a safe bet end result contra

By Billy Driver
9-11

NINE ELEVEN
your people will get a little touch of
LOVE from HEAVEN
you can believe it
IT'S A GIVEN
A NO BRAINER SO YOU DON'T
HAVE TO GET EVEN
All OUR SINCERITY TELL US THAT
IT IS A SURETY
LIKE DAY SEVEN,
9-11 that MOMENT and TIME
will be echoed in our minds
AMERICANS DARKEST BLACK DAY
LIKE A RAVEN
so contact all 9-11 love ones
All their kin
Because it's going to be beautiful
When we see them again
When will this be you ask?
As soon as we connect hand and hand
will peace come again in this land?
It's you that I repent and
But we must come together like
NO other nation can